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TURBULENCE
We fear it and we court it. It shakes us and awakes us. Navigating it teaches us hard-won lessons in
mastering our emotions, performing under pressure and overcoming adversity. When the pucker meter
climbs into the red, we have no choice but to rise to the occasion, on the water as in life. Our 2018
collection is inspired by all of you dropping in, digging deep and living up to the challenge—whether
running rapids, throwing tricks, exploring the unknown or standing up for our wild places.
Photographer, conservationist and river guide Amy Martin embraces turbulence on a high-water run of the Salt River, Arizona. Erik Boomer

NEW for 2018
REVISED for 2018
WOMEN’S MODEL
WARNING: This product can expose
you to Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP),
which is known to the State of California
to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm.
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Sea Trek guide Grey Claxton enjoys a relaxing
sunset paddle in Sausalito, California.
Jacob Boling
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Strap garages
keep excess webbing out of the way

Cool Flow System™
with raised panels to create ventilation along
the spine

Friction-free paddling surfaces
for all-day comfort

SURGE
Designed for ultimate comfort in a front-entry vest, the full-featured Surge has a seven-panel design that
effortlessly conforms to your shape. Our Cool Flow System back panel adds welcome ventilation on warm days,
and two zippered pockets give you room for all your goodies. We’ve thought through every detail of this jacket,
including shoulder strap keepers, zipper garages, reflective accents and a grab tab for easier zipping.
40060.01 | $119.95 | XS/M, L/XL, XL/XXL
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CVEST

ZOYA

The cVest PFD is purpose-built for
sea kayakers. The high-back flotation
accommodates most sea kayak seats
and the mesh lower back adds welcome
ventilation during long days on the water.

Designed just for women, the Zoya Life
Jacket gives you the comfort and safety you
want for your paddling adventures. With
soft foam panels sculpted to fit your body,
two zippered pockets and easy adjustment,
you’re gonna love it.

40028.02 | $119.95 | XS/M, L/XL, XL/XXL

40029.02 | $99.95 | XS/M, L/XL, XL/XXL

Mesh Back

Mesh Back

NINJA

SAYAN

Originally designed for freestyle
kayakers, the Ninja’s athletic, lowprofile design stays out of the way and
off your mind for comfortable paddling
or rowing in any craft.

Sculpted for a perfect fit, the women’s
front-entry Sayan’s seven-panel
design conforms to your shape for
maximum comfort. Two zippered
pockets give you room for snacks
and sunscreen, and our Cool Flow
System™ back panel helps keep you
cool on hot days.

40013.03 | $129.95 | S/M, L/XL, XXL

40061.01 | $119.95 | XS/M, L/XL

ION

SIREN

The ultra-comfortable, low-profile Ion uses
super soft foam for a flexible fit that wraps
effortlessly around your torso. Padded
shoulder straps, a soft interior lining and
fleece-lined hand-warmer pouch make it as
cozy as it is comfortable.

The most comfortable low-profile
women’s life jacket available today.
Sculpted foam panels fit your curves,
and our Cool Flow System provides
welcome ventilation on warm days.
40036.02 | $109.95 | XS/M, L/XL

40056.01 | $109.95 | XS/M, L/XL, XL/XXL
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BE PREPARED,
STAY PROTECTED
Essential gear for getting you and your crew
home safely.

Lining Detail

FOX 40 EPIK

WRSI CURRENT PRO

45304.01 / $8.95

43006.02 / $109.95

WRSI S-TURN ELBOW PADS

ZEN PFD

50037.01 / $59.95

40030.02 / $199.95

NEKO KNIFE

PRO GUARDIAN THROW BAG

47311.01 / $44.95

45108.02 / $99.95
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Brandon French and Megan Couser find
silence and solitude on a winter run of the
Middle Fork Flathead River, Montana.
Noah Couser
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H2CORE EXPEDITION WEIGHT UNION SUIT

CRUX DRYSUIT

Our H2Core™ Expedition Weight thermal base layer isn’t for
everyone. It’s for paddlers. Seams are perfectly placed for
friction-free strokes and comfort in the boat. Polartec® Power
Stretch Pro® fleece fabric offers the ultimate combination
of warmth and flexibility. Lightweight fabric in key zones
eliminates bunching and angled volcano-style cuffs play nicely
with dry wear gaskets. [Imported]

The Crux Drysuit gives paddlers a new standard for freedom of movement and
dry comfort. 4-Layer Eclipse™ fabric provides superior waterproof protection
and breathability. A supple microfiber exterior ensures frictionless paddling with
outstanding resistance to puncture and abrasion, while the action-cut design allows
unrestricted motion without being baggy. Flexible TIZIP® MasterSeal zippers, plus a
double-tunnel waist that seals with a sprayskirt. [Imported]

10132.03 | $149.95 | S-XXL

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

22533.03 | $989.95 | S-XXL

nrs.com
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22532.03 | $989.95 | XS-XL

Taking the plunge at the NRS drysuit
testing academy. Soča River, Slovenia.
Jacob Boling
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PIVOT DRYSUIT
Pivot Drysuits keep the business in the back and the party up front where it belongs. The rear-entry design eliminates pressure
points on the front of the suit, improves flexibility and reduces stress on the zipper. We’ve positioned the TIZIP® MasterSeal
closure so it’s easy to put on and zip up on your own. We’ve also added a front relief zipper in the men’s suit and a zippered
drop-seat in the women’s to make those riverside pit stops less awkward. [Imported]

MEN’S
22536.01 | $989.95 | S-XXL

WOMEN’S
22537.01 | $989.95 | S-XL

MAVERICK GLOVES
Waterproof seams, a water-shedding exterior and
our HydroCuff™ wrist seal make this one of our most
popular cold-weather gloves. 2 mm [Imported]
25017.03 | $54.95 | XS-XXL

FLUX DRYTOP
The Flux Drytop’s waterproof material is unmatched in breathability, and its action-cut
design can’t be beat. The Flux gives kayakers the ultimate combination of dryness,
durability and comfort. [Imported]

WOMEN’S
22516.04 | $324.95 | XS-XL

MEN’S
22515.04 | $324.95 | S-XXL

KICKER REMIX SHOE
With superior insulation, traction and protection, the Kicker Remix provides that
comfortable “I forget I have them on” fit. Good things do come in small packages.
3 mm [Imported]

WOMEN’S
30023.03 | $44.95 | 5-11

FREEFALL DRY PANTS

MEN’S

Roomy cut, burly construction and laid-back look
make them a gear-bag essential. [Imported]

30022.03 | $44.95 | 4-14

22520.02 | $234.95 | S-XXL
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David Bain leads Jana Joeressen
through the Soča River, Slovenia.
Stefan Leitner

ORION PADDLING JACKET
Sea kayakers seeking the ultimate protection from spray, wind and rogue waves
will love the Orion Paddling Jacket. Its articulated storm hood with face shield
helps you cope with the nastiest conditions, and its GlideSkin™ neoprene neck
gasket seals out water without the discomfort of latex. [Imported]
20022.01 | $379.95 | S-XXL

MAXIM GLOVES

FREESTYLE SHOE

NAVIGATOR PADDLING SUIT

Raw neoprene palm provides
excellent grip, fleece interior
increases warmth, and liquidtaped seams ensure maximum
performance. 3 mm. [Imported]

Flexible low-volume bootie designed
for cramped cockpits. 3 mm.

Long days and extended tours require a different kind of
paddling suit. The Navigator delivers with a comfortable
neoprene neck seal, 4-Layer Eclipse™ fabric and smart
details for kayak touring comfort and convenience.

[Imported]

30017.04 | $49.95 | 5-13

[Imported]

25039.02 | $59.95 | XS-XXL

22535.02 | $999.95 | S-XXL
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Postcard views during an evening
outing on Lake Bled, Slovenia.
Jacob Boling
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RIPTIDE JACKET
Paddlers looking for something in between a basic splash jacket and a more restrictive paddling top will love the
new Riptide. The Riptide takes splash protection to the next level with an articulated storm hood, punch-through
neoprene wrist closures and a kayak overskirt to keep your cockpit dry. The stretchy urethane neck closure can
be adjusted to keep water out or provide ventilation. [Imported]

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

20030.01 | $199.95 | S-XXL

20031.01 | $199.95 | XS-XL

nrs.com
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HIGH TIDE JACKET
When conditions change, you need
adaptable protection from wind,
splash and rain. The High Tide
Jacket has you covered from head
to waist with an articulated hood
and quick-venting, quarter-zip neck.

[Imported]

20026.02 | $149.95 | S-XXL
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ENDURANCE SPLASHWEAR
Waterproof, windproof, and breathable Endurance splashwear lets you paddle in comfort, even in less-than-ideal
conditions. Slip them on over your insulating layers to block wind, spray and rain. Boaters looking for technical
performance at a great price will love this gear. [Imported]

WOMEN’S JACKET
20011.05 | $99.95 | XS-XXL

WOMEN’S PANTS
20018.04 | $109.95 | XS-XXL

MEN’S JACKET
20010.05 | $99.95 | XS-3XL

MEN’S PANTS
20015.04 | $109.95 | XS-XXL

nrs.com
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RADIANT 4/3 WETSUITS
Radiant Wetsuits give you the ultimate combination of warmth and comfort for cold-water paddling, surfing
and SUP. These suits mix different thicknesses of neoprene to maximize core insulation while improving
freedom of movement in the arms and legs. They feature a zippered butterfly opening for easy entry, a cozy
checked VaporLoft™ lining, waterproof seams and reinforced seat and knees. [Imported]

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

17281.02 | $279.95 | XS-3XL

17282.02 | $279.95 | XS-XXL
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Joel Wright shreds the inland surf on
Pipeline Wave. Lochsa River, Idaho.
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Liz Elhoffer and Joey Jannsen gear up to
catch some waves in Depoe Bay, Oregon.
Ben Herndon
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HYDROSKIN 0.5 LINER

STORM CAP

STORM HOOD

HydroSkin® 0.5 fabric provides just the
right amount of warmth for cool air, cold
rain and chilly combat rolls. [Imported]

With taped internal seams and a soft fleece lining,
this 2.5 mm neoprene cap keeps you warm in the
coldest conditions. [Imported]

Head-to-shoulders waterproof warmth
for sea kayakers braving wind, spray,
rain and cold. [Imported]

15045.01 | $24.95 | 0.5 mm | S-L

15046.01 | $34.95 | 2.5 mm | S-L

15047.01 | $49.95 | 2.5 mm | S-L

2.0 SHORTY JOHN & JANE

3.0 ULTRA JOHN & ULTRA JANE

The shorty cut allows more freedom of movement, while 2 mm neoprene
provides essential core insulation. [Imported]

Checked VaporLoft™ lining for warmth and comfort. The best sleeveless
suit you can buy. [Imported]

MEN’S
17259.03 | $89.95 | XS-XXL

WOMEN’S
17261.03 | $89.95 | XS-XL

17260.03 | $109.95 | GM, GL, G2XL

MEN’S
17272.03 | $199.95 | S-3XL

nrs.com
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WOMEN’S
17274.03 | $199.95 | XS-XXL
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HYDROSKIN
When your clothing is adaptable, you’re adaptable—to conditions, situations,
opportunities. HydroSkin® gives you the freedom to adapt, so you can go
paddle when others go home. Only HydroSkin offers a range of options between
wearing no immersion protection and wiggling into a wetsuit. Three neoprene
thicknesses from 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm and a variety of tops and bottoms let you
layer to match the weather and water, while paddler-specific designs ensure
friction-free comfort and freedom of motion. [Imported]

HYDROSKIN 0.5
MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
15002.05 | $99.95 | S-XXL

HYDROSKIN 1.5 MEN’S JACKET

HYDROSKIN 1.5
MEN’S PANTS

15037.02 | $129.95 | S-XXL

15040.02 | $109.95 | S-XXL

HYDROSKIN 0.5 SOCK

HYDROSKIN GLOVES

ThermalPlush™ lining and a thin titanium
layer boost warmth without adding bulk in
this lightweight wetsock.

These stretchy, comfortable gloves
cut the chill without sacrificing
paddle grip or feel. 0.5 mm

30011.02 | $29.95 | XS-XXL

25014.03 | $39.95 | XS-XXL

nrs.com
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HYDROSKIN 0.5
WOMEN’S JACKET
15010.04 | $114.95 | XS-XXL

WOMEN’S HYDROSKIN GLOVES
These stretchy, comfortable gloves cut the chill without
sacrificing paddle grip or feel. 0.5 mm [Imported]

HYDROSKIN 0.5
WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE

25015.03 | $39.95 | XS-XL

15004.04 | $99.95 | XS-XXL

HYDROSKIN 0.5
WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
15003.06 | $84.95 | XS-XXL

HYDROSKIN 1.5 SOCK
Fully sealed seams, HydroCuff™ ankle seal and checked
VaporLoft™ lining keep you warm, dry and happy in cold
water. [Imported]

HYDROSKIN 0.5
WOMEN’S CAPRIS

30016.01 | $44.95 | XS-XXL

15017.04 | $94.95 | XS-XL
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KID’S NEOPRENE JACKET

KID’S RASHGUARD

Helps keep kids warm in cool water without the hassle of putting on and taking
off tight neoprene shirts. And parents will love the easy-entry front zipper.

Delivering maximum UV protection, you won’t have to chase the kids around
with the sunscreen bottle. UPF 50 [Imported]

[Imported]

10036.03 | $29.95 | YS-YXL

15011.02 | $59.95 | YS-YL

KID’S NEOPRENE PANTS

KID’S SHORTY

Always have a pair on hand to help keep your child happy on those cool days in
the boat and splashing on shore. [Imported]

Keeps the young ones safe and comfortable in chilly water, with a fun color
pattern to make them more visible. [Imported]

15014.02 | $47.95 | YS-YL

17263.02 | $49.95 | 3T, 4T, YXS-YXL
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GOING BIG
FOR RIVERS
I’m 9 years old, ankle deep in the suburban creek behind our
house with my brother and our neighborhood friends, moving
rocks to make waterfalls on an August afternoon.

Rivers nationwide. You know some of these rivers—the Salmon,
the Delaware, the Tuolumne, the Chattooga—just to name a few.
But too many more rivers across our country remain unprotected,
vulnerable to threats including new dams, pollution and other
harmful development.

I’m 25, sitting on a raft deep into a trip down Alaska’s Copper
River, and I’ve never seen a river so wide or mountains so high.

This is a chance for all of us who value wild, free-flowing waters to
share our stories and speak up to safeguard our last wild rivers. At
American Rivers, we’re proud to be working to protect more of the
rivers that give us—and our friends, families and communities—so
much. To celebrate the 50th anniversary, and to raise the bar
for the next 50 years of river protection, we’re aiming to protect
5,000 new miles of Wild and Scenic Rivers nationwide.

I’m 41, drifting down Oregon’s Wild and Scenic John Day River
with my husband and two little boys, singing silly made-up songs,
and grateful that my phone is turned off and stashed at the bottom
of a dry bag somewhere.
Throughout my life, water has been a constant and rivers have
always given me what I need—sometimes confidence, usually
humility, often awe. Always connection.

Yes, it’s a bold goal. And yes, we can do it. It’s time to step up and
go big. Our rivers deserve no less.

We need rivers and rivers need us. Especially now.

Will you join us?

This year, 2018, marks the 50th anniversary of the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act. There are more than 12,000 miles of Wild and Scenic

— Amy Souers Kober
32

Amy Souers Kober gets a front row seat on the wild
and scenic Main Salmon River, Idaho. Amy is the
National Communications Director at American Rivers,
the mother of two sons and a lifelong river lover.
Jillian Lukiwski

NRS is joining the fight with American Rivers to designate more river miles as Wild and Scenic.
Share your river story with us and learn more about Wild and Scenic Rivers and what you can do
to keep our favorite rivers flowing free at 5000miles.org.

PHANTOM JACKET
When the wind kicks up or the sun goes down, pull out the Phantom Jacket and quickly adapt. This ultralight shell
breathes freely for aerobic activities while blocking wind, spray and mist. Highly packable and easy to slip over
your other layers, it’s essential apparel for traveling fast and living well on and off the water. [Imported]

Fitted cord-free hood
provides generous coverage and clear
sight lines

Zippered hip pocket
gives you a spot to
stash small items

Super lightweight Supplex® nylon
provides the perfect level of protection
for warm-weather aerobic activities

H2Core™ Silkweight underarms
provide friction-free paddling and
maximum breathability

Reflective accents
for low-light visibility

Thumb holes and elastic cuffs
prevent the sleeves from riding up

MEN’S
20021.01 | $89.95 | S-XXL

WOMEN’S
20020.01 | $89.95 | XS-XL
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GRADIANT HAT
12508.01 | $27.95 | S/M, L/XL

MEN’S BOATER’S GLOVES
Lightweight sun and blister protection at
an unbeatable price. [Imported]
25005.05 | $24.95 | XS-XXL

H2CORE SILKWEIGHT MEN’S
SHORT SLEEVE
H2Core™ Silkweight fabric delivers maximum
sun protection, wicks excess moisture and
dries quickly. [Imported]
10108.03 | $34.95 | S-XXL

MEN’S CRUSH

MEN’S BENNY BOARD SHORT
Comfortable for long days on the water, functional
to meet the specific demands of boaters, and tough
enough to withstand serious adventures. [Imported]

The Crush Water Shoe will be your go-to shoe on and
off the water with its rugged nylon upper, super sticky
sole and a crushable heel. [Imported]

10141.03 | $59.95 | 30-40, 33

30043.02 | $79.95 | 8-13
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SUN PROTECTION
Stay cool, sunburn free, and comfortable when you’re paddling or enoying the great outdoors.
Our sun-protective apparel is quick drying, breathable, and designed for friction-free paddling.

If coach woulda put me in…
Zak shows Kira his mad rock-skipping
skills. Lower Salmon River, Idaho.
Jacob Boling
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HARMONY HAT
12510.01 | $24.95 | Universal

WOMEN’S
BOATER’S GLOVES
Lightweight sun and blister protection at an
unbeatable price. [Imported]
25006.04 | $24.95 | XS-XL

H2CORE SILKWEIGHT
WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE
With UPF 50, the Silkweight top is the ultimate
paddler’s sun shirt. The wicking fabric makes it
a great ultralight base layer, too.
10115.03 | $39.95 | XS-XL

WOMEN’S CRUSH

WOMEN’S BEDA BOARD SHORT

The Crush Water Shoe will be your go-to shoe on and
off the water with its rugged nylon upper, super sticky
sole and a crushable heel. [Imported]

Slip the Beda Short over your bathing suit for extra
comfort and protection during active days outdoors.

30044.02 | $79.95 | 6-11

10142.03 | $54.95 | 4-14

[Imported]

nrs.com
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H2CORE LIGHTWEIGHT
Put on a piece of H2Core™ Lightweight apparel and you’ll wonder how you lived without it. The brushed fabric is soft
as your favorite flannel, yet dries quickly, wicks moisture and protects your skin from harmful rays. Its mid-weight
weave is perfect for evenings, mornings and cool afternoons—on the water, in camp or around town. [Imported]

H2CORE LIGHTWEIGHT
WOMEN’S PANTS

H2CORE LIGHTWEIGHT
WOMEN’S SHIRT

H2CORE LIGHTWEIGHT
WOMEN’S HOODIE

10123.03 | $54.95 | XS-XL

10126.01 | $54.95 | XS-XL

10121.03 | $69.95 | XS-XL

nrs.com
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H2CORE LIGHTWEIGHT MEN’S HOODIE
10120.03 | $69.95 | S-XXL

H2CORE LIGHTWEIGHT MEN’S SHIRT
10124.01 | $54.95 | S-XXL

H2CORE LIGHTWEIGHT MEN’S PANTS
10122.03 | $54.95 | S-XXL

GUIDEWEAR
We’re no strangers to wearing thrift-store
cutoffs and cowboy shirts on sunny days on the
water, so we’ve learned firsthand that purposebuilt outdoor apparel provides undeniable
advantages. Our Guide Series combines the
easygoing comfort of classic guide attire with the
superior performance of modern materials and
intentional design. Whether you’re a full-time
guide or weekend warrior—paddling, rowing
or fishing the bank—the dialed features and
technical fabrics found in Guide Series shirts,
pants and shorts will keep you comfortable all
day, all weekend and all season.

GUIDE SHIRT MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
10012.01 | $69.95 | S-XXL

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
10011.01 | $59.95 | S-XXL

MEN’S GUIDE PANT
10146.02 | $89.95 | 30-40 and 33; long: 33-40

MEN’S GUIDE SHORTS
10145.01 | $64.95 | 30-40 and 33; 9" inseam

MEN’S VIBE
The Vibe Shoe combines the wear-it-everywhere comfort
of a sneaker with the advanced performance of a technical
water shoe. It’s quick-drying, highly breathable and tuned
for barefoot comfort with a super sticky sole and durable
Cordura® upper. [Imported]
30046.01 | $74.95 | 8-13
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Guide vibes are good vibes all over
the world. Daniel Egger stacks boats
at AOS Rafting in Austria.
Stefan Leitner
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WOMEN’S GUIDE SHIRT
Our Guide Shirts combine the easygoing comfort
of classic thrift-store guide attire with the superior
performance of modern materials and intentional design.
Lightweight, highly breathable nylon/polyester fabric
stretches with your motions, and H2Core™ Silkweight
underarms prevent abrasion and tightness. Two chest
pockets, articulated sleeves with roll-keepers, angled
cuffs—and, of course, pearl snaps. UPF 35. [Imported]
10013.01 | $69.95 | XS-XL

WOMEN’S GUIDE SHORTS
Trade in those cutoffs for a pair of Guide Shorts and
enjoy the comfort and utility of intentional design and
performance materials. [Imported]
10147.01 | $59.95 | 4-16; 7” inseam

WOMEN’S VIBE
Water shoes don’t have to look boring and drab. The
women’s Vibe looks good while kickin’ it on the river
or at happy hour. [Imported]
30047.01 | $74.95 | 6-11

nrs.com
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DON’T LET YOUR GEAR GET YOU DOWN
We focus on design so you can focus on fishing.

RAPTOR BIBS
20027.01 | $279.95 | S-XXL, GM, GL, GXXL

CHINOOK

CASTAWAY GLOVES

40009.03 | $109.95 | S/M, L/XL, XXL

25019.01 | $29.95 | S-XXL

H2OZONE SUN SLEEVES

H2OZONE GAITER

H2CORE LIGHTWEIGHT PANT

VARIAL HOODIE

10406.01 | $19.95 | S/M, L/XL

10405.01 | $19.95 | Universal

10122.03 | $54.95 | S-XXL

10008.01 | $59.95 | S-XXL

BACKWATER FELT-SOLE SHOE

ETHER DRY SACK

BAJA SHIRT

30049.01 | $69.95 | 8-14

55028.01 | $24.95-$49.95

10009.01 | $44.95 | S-XXL
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Trey Prater holds his up catch for the
camera on Ladybird Lake, Texas.
Jacob Boling

BILL’S BAGS
There’s no such thing as overkill when it comes to keeping your clothes and gear dry. Bill’s Bags are built with rugged PVC/polyester material, with compression
straps, a handle and backpack straps for easy carrying. The Heavy-Duty bag adds a reinforced bottom, and all models feature our extra-dry StormStrip™ closure.

65L BILL’S BAG

110L BILL’S BAG

110L HEAVY-DUTY BILL’S BAG

55012.02 | $129.95 | 3,695 cu. in.; 14" dia. x 24"H

55010.02 | $149.95 | 6,712 cu. in.; 16" dia. x 33"H

55011.02 | $169.95 | 6,712 cu. in.; 16" dia. x 33"H

See page 3

See page 3

EXPEDITION DRIDUFFEL

HIGH ROLL DUFFEL

With room for all the clothes you’ll need for a weekend, a week or a month,
the Expedition Duffel makes quick work of the daily pack-and-re-pack routine.
A TIZIP® MasterSeal waterproof zipper seals out water and makes opening
and closing the bag a breeze.

Our High Roll Duffels deliver the same rugged dependability as our
legendary Bill’s Bags, but in duffel-style design that makes packing your
gear, and finding it later, easy.
55024.02 | $109.95 | 35L – 12" dia x 20"L
$129.95 | 70L – 14" dia x 28"L
$149.95 | 105L – 16" dia x 32"L

55038.01 | $179.95 | 35L – 12" dia x 20"L
$199.95 | 70L – 14" dia x 28"L
$249.95 | 105L – 16" dia x 32"L
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See page 3

Zak Sears opts for the left-side
chute in Pine Bar Rapid. Lower
Salmon River, Idaho.
Jacob Boling
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MIGHTYLIGHT DRY SACKS

ETHER DRY SACKS

The perfect ditty bag for protecting and organizing clothing and gear inside a
hatch, dry box or another bag. Silicone-impregnated ripstop nylon.

A lightweight, durable solution for keeping gear and clothing dry outdoors.
Urethane-coated ripstop nylon.

55037.02 | $19.95
$22.95
$24.95
$29.95
$34.95
$39.95

55028.01 | $24.95
$26.95
$29.95
$34.95
$36.95
$39.95
$49.95

|
|
|
|
|
|

3L – 5.5" dia x 5"H
5L – 6.5" dia x 9.5"H
10L – 7.5" dia x 13.75"H
15L – 9.5" dia x 13"H
25L – 9.5" dia x 21.5"H
35L – 11.5" dia x 20.5"H

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

2L – 4.5" dia x 8"H
3L – 5" dia x 10"H
5L – 6" dia x 11"H
10L – 7.5" dia x 14"H
15L – 8.5" dia x 16.5"H
25L – 10" dia x 20"H
35L – 11" dia x 22.5"H

See page 3

ETHER HYDROLOCK DRY SACKS

TUFF SACKS

Zip-seal closure for extra protection plus a clear urethane window to help you
find items inside. Urethane-coated ripstop nylon.

Outfitters around the globe rely on Tuff Sacks to keep gear dry all season
long, season after season. 18 oz. PVC/polyester.

55034.01 | $29.95
$32.95
$34.95
$39.95
$44.95
$49.95
$54.95

55023.02 | $19.95
$22.95
$25.95
$34.95
$39.95
$42.95
$44.95

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

2L – 4.5" dia x 8"H
3L – 5" dia x 10"H
5L – 6" dia x 11"H
10L – 7.5" dia x 14"H
15L – 8.5" dia x 16.5"H
25L – 10" dia x 20"H
35L – 11" dia x 22.5"H
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|

5L – 6.5" dia x 9.5"H
10L – 7.5" dia x 13.75"H
15L – 9.5" dia x 13"H
25L – 9.5" dia x 21.5"H
35L – 11.5" dia x 20.5"H
45L – 12.5" dia x 22.25"H
55L – 12.5" dia x 27.25"H
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STRAPS
During the high-water year of 1974, a wave of Idaho rafting accidents gave NRS Founder
Bill Parks an idea. Rather than tie equipment down with rope or webbing, which made the
gear difficult to detach after a flip, why not adapt cam straps from the freight industry? Bill
sourced the best buckle on the market, along with the strongest, most UV-resistant webbing.
When he brought the two together, the NRS strap was born, and the boating world has never
See page 3
looked back.

BUCKLE BUMPER
Protect your vehicle, boat and other
gear from dents, dings and scrapes
with the NRS Buckle Bumper. Attaches
to our 1" cam buckle for complete tiedown peace of mind.
60021.01 | $7.95

1" STRAPS

1.5" STRAPS

1.5" PADDED STRAPS

1" BUCKLE BUMPER STRAPS

60001.01 | $4.00-$7.75

60006.01 | $7.00-$11.40

60007.01 | $9.95-$12.25

60003.02 | $14.50-$17.95

1', 2', 3', 4', 6', 9', 12', 15', 20'

1', 2', 3', 4', 6', 9', 12', 15', 20'

9', 12', 15', 20'
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9', 12', 15', 20'

ESCAPE
The Escape gives you efficient performance for fast morning workouts and long
afternoon tours, plus the carrying capacity to support that overnight adventure on
your bucket list.
BOARD

ESCAPE 11.6
ESCAPE 12.6

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME

Touring

PADDLER WEIGHT

ITEM #/PRICE

11’6” L x 32” W x 6” D

318 liters

100-250 lbs.; 45-113 kg

86126.01 | $1,245.00

12’6” L x 30” W x 6” D

329 liters

100-250 lbs.; 45-113 kg

86127.01 | $1,295.00

QUIVER
If river running is your jam, the Quiver is your board. The Quiver combines a wide
stance with extra rocker on the nose and tail to deliver the ultimate combination of
stability and maneuverability.
BOARD

QUIVER 8.8
QUIVER 9.8
QUIVER 10.4

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME

River Running

PADDLER WEIGHT

ITEM #/PRICE

8’8” L x 34” W x 5” D

218 liters

90-180 lbs.; 41-82 kg

86134.01 | $1,095.00

9’8” L x 36” W x 6” D

322 liters

130-250 lbs.; 59-113 kg

86135.01 | $1,195.00

10’4” L x 35” W x 6” D

337 liters

130-250 lbs.; 59-113 kg

86136.01 | $1,295.00

THRIVE
The Thrive series disproves the theory that no single board can do several things well.
It’s the perfect all-around shape for paddlers looking to mix it up with touring, fitness
paddling and light river running.
BOARD

THRIVE 9.10
THRIVE 10.3
THRIVE 10.8
THRIVE 11

All Around

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME

PADDLER WEIGHT

ITEM #/PRICE

9’10” L x 30” W x 5” D

222 liters

90-180 lbs.; 41-82 kg

86128.01 | $995.00

10’3” L x 32” W x 5” D

246 liters

110-200 lbs.; 50-91 kg

86129.01 | $1,095.00

10’8” L x 34” W x 6” D

340 liters

150-250 lbs.; 68-113 kg

86130.01 | $1,195.00

11’ L x 36” W x 6” D

370 liters

175-275 lbs.; 79-125 kg

86131.01 | $1,295.00
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INFLATABLE SUP BOARDS
Since 1972, we’ve provided the equipment, inspiration and expertise to empower adventures on the water. Our inflatable
SUP lineup makes choosing the perfect board for your adventures easy with purpose-built models for every aspect of the
sport—from touring to whitewater to fishing. No matter who you are and where you paddle—mountain lakes, wild rivers,
urban estuaries or the Alaskan Coast—there’s an NRS SUP just right for you. We build them with the most advanced materials,
components and construction methods, and we back each board with our industry-best 3-year warranty. Each board comes
with interchangeable fins, a high-pressure pump for easy inflation, a pressure gauge and repair kit. The board and accessories
fit inside our exclusive SUP Travel Pack for easy transport and storage.
See page 3
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Will Stauffer-Norris scouts for play
waves. Salt River, Arizona.
Erik Boomer
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WHIP
Pull up to your local play wave, pump up the Whip and start shredding. The Whip’s
rounder shape, shorter length, and surf-style fin and tail configurations make it the
ultimate park-and-play inflatable.
BOARD

WHIP 7.8
WHIP 9.2

Park & Play

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME

PADDLER WEIGHT

ITEM #/PRICE

7’8” L x 33” W x 5” D

189 liters

90-160 lbs.; 41-73 kg

86132.01 | $1,095.00

9’2” L x 34” W x 6” D

295 liters

140-250 lbs.; 64-113 kg

86133.01 | $1,195.00

RUSH SUP PADDLE

MAYRA
The Mayra brings fitness-minded women an inflatable SUP board designed to provide
more deck space and stability for better workouts on the water. SUP yoga fans and
fitness paddlers will especially love this design.

Yoga

Fiberglass construction for
rugged dependability and
lightweight efficiency. Quicklock ferrule for easy length
adjustment from 68"-86".

BOARD

DIMENSIONS

VOLUME

PADDLER WEIGHT

ITEM #/PRICE

77116.01 | $169.95 | 1-piece

MAYRA

10’4” L x 34” W x 5” D

268 liters

90-200 lbs.; 41-91 kg

86113.05 | $1,095.00

77121.01 | $189.95 | 3-piece

QUICK-RELEASE
SUP LEASH

SUPER PUMP

ZEPHYR INFLATABLE LIFE JACKET

Inflate stand-up paddle boards and other
high-pressure craft with this easy-to-use
hand pump. Inflates up to 20 psi. Pressure
gauge included.

Lightweight, inflatable protection that stays around your
waist until you need it. Inflates to 15.5 lbs. flotation.
40037.01 | $99.95 | Universal (27"-50" waist)

Now you can safely leash your
board for river SUP without an
expensive rescue PFD.

80016.02 | $44.95

16G CO2 RE-ARMING KIT

50008.03 | $59.95
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40035.01 | $7.95
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